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Abstract 

Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to determine whether a clinician can assess critical print size (CPS) and 

/ or reading fluency by listening to a visually impaired patient reading aloud across a range of print 

sizes on an MNREAD chart, rather than needing to plot and analyse reading speed data as a function 

of print size.   

Methods 
Fifty-six low vision participants were audio-recorded reading an MNREAD chart under standard 

conditions. Two experienced raters listened to the recordings and made judgments of the CPS 

(logMAR), and of the level of reading fluency achieved at large print sizes on a 4-point rating scale. 

Reading times were plotted as a function of print size to determine the CPS as the smallest print size 

that supported the participant’s maximum reading speed (MRS) by inspection, and the MRS as the 

mean reading speed across print sizes including, and larger than, the CPS. 

Results 
Listened CPS judgments made by the two raters were slightly larger than CPS values by inspection 

(mean differences 0.04logMAR (p=0.06), 0.08logMAR (p<0.01); limits of agreement (LoA) 

±0.28logMAR, ±0.39logMAR). CPS judgments were consistent both between raters (mean difference 

0.04logMAR (p=0.18); LoA ±0.42logMAR) and between two judgments made by each rater (mean 

differences 0.00logMAR (p=1.0), 0.03logMAR (p<0.05); LoA ±0.23logMAR, ±0.17logMAR).  Reading 

fluency could be categorised as ‘functional’ (MRS >80wpm) or ‘non-functional’ (MRS <80wpm) with a 

sensitivity of 88-90% and a specificity of 100%.  

Conclusions 
Experienced raters listening to a patient reading an MNREAD chart can determine a clinically useful 

estimate of critical print size, and can discriminate maximum reading speeds that are above and 

below that likely to provide sustained reading ability. Listening to a patient reading an MNREAD 

chart is an option for the low vision clinician’s armoury of assessments.  

 

Keywords: Reading; Low Vision, Ocular; Physical Examination; Vision tests.  

 

Key points: 

• Maximum reading speed and critical print size (smallest print read at maximum speed) are 

useful parameters in low vision assessment that can be challenging to assess clinically.  

• Critical print size can be estimated by an experienced clinician listening to a reading chart 

being read with similar accuracy, repeatability, and reproducibility to more formal 

assessment methods.  

• An experienced clinician can also judge by listening whether a patient’s maximum reading 

speed is of sufficient fluency to consider sustained reading tasks to be feasible.  
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Introduction 
Assessment of reading function in low vision practice is important. Reading is the most common 

concern of patients with impaired vision,1,2 and measurement of current function is necessary to 

identify the most appropriate interventions to offer the patient in terms of magnification aids.  

Reading acuity (RA), or the smallest print size that can be read accurately, is important to consider 

when assessing reading function but reading speed related parameters are also valuable in 

characterising functional ability, and can be determined when using reading charts that provide 

standardised sentences across a range of print sizes, such as the MNREAD 3,4 or Radner charts.5 The 

maximum reading speed (MRS) achieved gives an indication of the type of reading that is likely to be 

possible. Maximum oral reading speed in normally sighted young individuals is approx. 200 words 

per minute (wpm).6,7 For people with impaired vision, a minimum reading speed of 40wpm is 

suggested to be needed for spot or survival reading,8 and at least 80wpm for more sustained or 

functional reading tasks (often called ‘fluent’ reading).1,8,9  

The smallest print size supporting the MRS is the critical print size (CPS), which is clinically relevant 

to establish as it indicates the print size to aim for when providing magnification for sustained 

reading tasks.1 Several methods for determining CPS are available. In the research literature, the 

most common algorithms for determination of the CPS are the SDev and the NLME. The SDev 

algorithm 3,10,11 defines the CPS as the smallest size supporting a reading speed within 1.96 standard 

deviations of the MRS. The NLME algorithm 12,13 fits an exponential decay curve to the data using a 

non-linear mixed effects model and determines CPS as a given proportion of the MRS (e.g. 80%). It is 

used in the MNREAD app which semi-automates the assessment of reading size and speed 

parameters.11 If not using the MNREAD app, access to specialist software is required to derive 

parameters using algorithms. In clinical practice, plotting the time taken to read sentences of 

different print sizes and determination of the CPS by inspection of the plot is recommended,3,10,11 

and inspection is also used alongside algorithms as a parameter check.10,11 To use the inspection 

method, sentence reading time is recorded using a stopwatch and transcribed onto graph paper 

supplied with the charts. The process takes the lead author approximately 5 minutes to complete, 

and as the derivation of values needs to be done prior to continuing with identification and 

dispensing of low vision aids, pausing to conduct the analysis also disrupts the flow of 

communication during the examination. 

The methods outlined above for determination of the CPS are thus time-consuming and may not be 

practical to use in a busy clinic. One solution to clinical identification of the CPS is to measure 

reading acuity and apply an ‘acuity reserve’ that assumes the CPS is two 9,14–16 or three times 9,14,15 

the acuity size. However, acuity reserve values are known to vary widely between individuals 14,16,17 

and use of a mean value may not be accurate for a given patient. A recently proposed alternative is 

to ask the patient to identify the print size that they find comfortable to read,18 which has been 

shown to relate well to CPS values determined by inspection.  

Patient identification of comfortable print size as a surrogate for CPS does not provide any 

information about reading speed, which is useful to assess since a patient’s ability to achieve their 

desired reading goals will also depend on the speed achieved. Maximum reading speed tends not to 

change markedly with use of magnification,19,20 and the ability to read large print fluently is the best 

predictor of being able to read small print fluently with a magnifier.14,16,19 If anything, reading speed 

can decrease slightly with magnification 21 due to the additional constraints imposed by handling the 

magnifier 22,23 and reduced field of view.24,25 As well as being time-consuming, reading speed can be 

challenging to measure accurately in a clinical setting: using a stopwatch to time individual 
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sentences in real-time may be less accurate than audio-recording reading of a chart with the 

parameters derived later,26 as could be done in a research study. Clinically, it has therefore been 

suggested that listening to reading speed is appropriate as an indicator of fluency.14  

In clinical practice, the lead author has been using the technique of listening to low vision patients 

reading an MNREAD chart to estimate both reading fluency and CPS. The benefits of the technique 

have been to provide estimates of function that can be used in determining whether and how a 

patient’s goals can be met with magnification aids quickly and without disrupting the flow of the 

examination. However, the accuracy of this clinical approach has not been clear, and the motivation 

for this study was to evaluate whether and to what extent listening can provide a useful estimation 

of low vision reading parameters. The aims of this study are therefore to examine whether a clinician 

can judge CPS and / or reading fluency by listening to a patient reading aloud across a range of print 

sizes on an MNREAD chart. Judgments from listening are compared to values derived from standard 

clinical procedures to gauge accuracy. Further detail is provided by considering between-rater 

reproducibility and within-rater repeatability of judgments.  

 

Methods 

Participants 
Participants with self-reported low vision, from any cause, were recruited for the study. All 

participants were at least 18 years of age, and were native or fluent English speakers. All participants 

gave their consent to take part once the nature of the study had been explained. Ethical approval 

was received from Anglia Ruskin University Faculty of Science and Engineering Research Ethics 

Committee, and the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki were observed.  

Procedures 
Participants read an MNREAD chart (regular polarity (black text on white), chart 1 or 2) binocularly 

from an initial distance of 40cm, wearing an appropriate refractive correction for this working 

distance. If necessary, working distance was reduced, with refractive correction and logMAR values 

adjusted as appropriate.27 Charts were lit using overhead and task lighting to provide a luminance of 

at least 80 cdm-2.27 Reading of the chart was audio recorded for subsequent analysis. All participants 

were asked to start reading from the largest print size (1.3 logMAR) and assessment was terminated 

when the participant could read no more words. Data were collected by both authors (KL and HS).  

Analysis 

‘Gold standard’ analysis 

In off-line analysis, the time taken to read each sentence and any errors made were recorded from 

the audio file, and then plotted graphically on the score sheets provided with the chart. The RA 

(logMAR) was calculated by determining the smallest print size attempted, plus 0.01logMAR added 

for each word read incorrectly. The CPS (logMAR) was determined by inspection of the plotted graph 

of reading speeds recorded for each print size by an experienced rater (author HS) and identified as 

the smallest print size that supported the participant’s maximum reading speed,3,10,11 as outlined in 

the chart instructions.27 MRS (words per minute) was calculated as the mean reading speed across 

print sizes including, and larger than, the CPS.  

‘Clinical’ analysis 

Two experienced low vision practitioners (authors KL and HS) listened to each audio recording. 

Recordings were listened to once, with no review of the recording allowed, in order to make the 
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procedure as similar as possible to listening to the patient ‘live’ in clinical practice. The clinical 

analysis was a secondary analysis undertaken with anonymised data completely separately from the 

gold standard analysis, with at least two years between initial data collection and analysis by 

listening, such that there was no recall of original parameters.    

Critical print size (CPS) was identified whilst listening as the smallest size at which maximum reading 

speed appeared to be maintained.  

Maximum reading speed (MRS) was judged whilst listening, and considered to fall into one of the 

following four categories: High fluency (MRS estimated >120wpm), reasonable fluency (MRS 

estimated >80wpm), hesitant (MRS estimated >40wpm), or faltering (MRS estimated <40wpm). MRS 

values for the categories were chosen on the basis that 40wpm is required for spot reading,8 and 

80wpm is required for sustained reading (also called ‘fluent’ 8 and ‘functional’ 1 reading).  

To consider within-rater variability, each rater followed this procedure twice for each audio 

recording, with the second procedure separated from the first by at least a week to prevent recall.  

Statistical analysis 

For CPS judgments, agreement of raters with the gold standard and differences between-rater and 

within-rater are considered using Bland-Altman plots of difference against mean.28 Limits of 

agreement and confidence intervals for the limits of agreement are provided.29 The outer confidence 

interval indicates that there is a 97.5% probability that 95% of the differences between the measures 

lie in this range.29 The statistical significance of bias (difference between measures) is considered 

using paired samples t-tests. Cohen’s d values are provided to indicate effect sizes of differences, 

with values >0.2 considered a small effect, >0.5 a medium effect, and >0.8 a large effect.30 

To look for evidence of the difference between measures varying according to the mean, regressions 

are fitted to the Bland-Altman data of the form Difference = (slope x mean) + constant. A significant 

(p<0.05) value for the regression and / or the slope of the regression indicates a systematic variation 

in the difference between values across the functional range.  

Judgments of MRS are made on a 4-point ordinal rating scale. In addition, a simpler dichotomous 

rating of ‘functional’ reader (MRS judged >80wpm) and ‘non-functional’ reader (MRS judged 

<80wpm) was derived from the 4-point rating.  

Within- and between-rater MRS comparisons are considered by presenting crosstabs and noting the 

percentage agreement. Agreement is also considered with Cohen kappa (κ) values,31 with 0-0.20 

indicating slight agreement, 0.21-0.40 fair agreement, 0.41-0.60 moderate agreement, 0.61-0.80 

substantial agreement, and 0.81-1.00 almost perfect agreement.32  

Ordinal rating data is compared to interval MRS values by calculating the sensitivity and specificity of 

the ability of the rater to recognise someone able to read functionally (MRS >80wpm). Sensitivity = 

true positive / (true positive + false negative). Specificity = true negative / (true negative + false 

positive).  

 

Results 

Descriptive statistics 
Data was obtained from 56 participants. Forty-seven had been recruited for a study of peripheral 

visual function,33 and 9 were recruited from the Anglia Ruskin University Eye Clinic. Mean age was 
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61±16 years, with 30 males and 26 females. Self-reported causes of low vision were glaucoma 

(n=22), Retinitis Pigmentosa (n=16), macular degeneration (n=6), vascular occlusion (n=3), retinal 

detachment (n=3), other (1 instance each of trauma, toxoplasmosis, optic neuropathy and idiopathic 

intracranial hypertension) and unknown (n=2). Visual impairment registration status was Severely 

Sight Impaired (n=16), Sight Impaired (n=7), not registered (n=30) and unknown (n=3). Mean 

distance visual acuity was +0.19 (SD 0.31) logMAR (range -0.22 to 0.82 logMAR) and Pelli Robson 

contrast sensitivity was 1.56 (SD 0.43) log CS (range 0 to 1.95 logCS). Visual field function was 

available for 47 participants, and mean binocular threshold for 0-60 deg eccentricity 34 was 12.7 (SD 

9.3) dB (range 0.04 to 27.1 dB). MNREAD parameters are shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. MNREAD parameters of the 56 participants. ACC is the ratio of the average reading speed 

achieved across print sizes 1.3-0.4 logMAR to a ‘normal’ reading speed of 200wpm, and so does not 

have units: 0 indicates no access, and 1 indicates ‘normal’ access to print of these sizes.  

Parameter Mean Standard 
deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Reading acuity (RA; logMAR) 0.19 0.27 -0.20 0.98 

Critical print size (CPS; logMAR) 0.46 0.33 0.00 1.20 

Maximum Reading Speed (MRS; wpm) 141 39 58 205 

Reading Accessibility Index (ACC) 0.66 0.23 0.10 1.01 

CPS (Rater 1 judgment 1; logMAR) 0.49 0.31 -0.10 1.20 

CPS (Rater 1 judgment 2; logMAR) 0.49 0.32 -0.10 1.20 

CPS (Rater 2 judgment 1; logMAR) 0.53 0.37 -0.10 1.30 

CPS (Rater 2 judgment 2; logMAR) 0.50 0.36 -0.10 1.30 

 

Critical print size 

Agreement with derived CPS 
Both raters’ judgments of CPS were larger than those derived by inspection (Figure 1). The difference 

for rater 1 was statistically similar (mean difference: +0.04 (SD 0.14) logMAR; paired samples t-test: 

t(55) 1.94, p=0.06; Cohen’s d = 0.11), while that for rater 2 was significant with a small effect size 

(+0.08 (SD 0.20) logMAR; paired samples t-test: t(55) 2.85, p<0.01; Cohen’s d = 0.22). The limits of 

agreement (1.96 x SD) around the mean difference were ±0.28 logMAR for rater 1 and ±0.39 logMAR 

for rater 2.  

The difference between the CPS derived by inspection and the listened judgments of each rater did 

not vary across the functional range, with linear regressions fitted to the data (not shown) having 

little slope and no statistical significance (Rater 1: Difference = -0.10 + (0.10 x mean), Pearson’s 

r=0.21, p=0.13; Rater 2: Difference = -0.06 - (0.08 x mean), Pearson’s r=0.12, p=0.39).  
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Figure 1. Bland-Altman analysis of the difference between CPS derived by inspection and the first 
judgment of each rater plotted against the mean for a) rater 1, and b) rater 2. In each figure the solid 
line represents the bias (rater 1: +0.04 logMAR; rater 2: +0.08 logMAR) and the black dashed line 
indicates zero bias. The upper and lower limits of agreement (rater 1: +0.32 to -0.25 logMAR; rater 2: 
+0.47 to -0.32 logMAR) are shown by black dotted lines. The outer 95% confidence interval to the 
limits of agreement (rater 1: +0.39 to -0.32 logMAR; rater 2: +0.57 to -0.41 logMAR) are indicated by 
the red dotted lines, and the inner confidence interval (rater 1: +0.28 to -0.20 logMAR; rater 2: +0.41 
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to -0.26 logMAR) by the blue dotted lines. Marker size indicates the number of observations at each 
location from 1 (smallest size) to 5 (largest size) in each figure. 

 

Between-rater reproducibility 
The two raters made judgments of CPS (Figure 2) that were statistically similar (mean difference: -

0.04 (SD 0.21) logMAR; paired samples t-test: t(55) -1.38, p=0.18). The limits of agreement (1.96 x 

SD) around the mean difference were ±0.42logMAR. The difference between the two raters did not 

vary across the functional range, with a linear regression fitted to the data (not shown) having little 

slope (Difference = 0.05 - (0.17 x mean)) and no statistical significance (Pearson’s r=0.26, p=0.053).  

 

Figure 2. Bland-Altman analysis of the difference in the first rating of CPS of each of the two raters 
as a function of the mean value. The solid line represents the bias (rater 2 judges the CPS to be 
bigger by 0.04 logMAR on average) and the black dashed line indicates zero bias. The upper and 
lower limits of agreement (+0.38 to -0.46 logMAR) are shown by black dotted lines. The outer 95% 
confidence interval to the limits of agreement (+0.48 to -0.56) are indicated by the red dotted lines, 
and the inner confidence interval (+0.32 to -0.40) by the blue dotted lines. Marker size indicates the 
number of observations at each location from 1 (smallest size) to 6 (largest size). 

 

 

 

Within-rater repeatability 
Rater 1’s two judgments of CPS (Figure 3a) were statistically similar (mean difference: 0.00 (SD 0.12) 

logMAR; paired samples t-test: t(55) -0.01, p=1.00), while rater 2 (Figure 3b) made slightly bigger 

judgments in their first rating of CPS (-0.03 (SD 0.09) logMAR; paired samples t-test: t(55)-2.21, 

p<0.05) although the effect size was negligible (Cohen’s d = 0.07). The limits of agreement (1.96 x 

SD) around the mean difference were ±0.23 logMAR for rater 1 and ±0.17 logMAR for rater 2.  
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The difference between the two judgments of each rater did not vary across the functional range, 

with linear regressions fitted to the data (not shown) having little slope and no statistical significance 

(Rater 1: Difference = -0.01 + (0.02 x mean), Pearson’s r=0.06, p=0.64; Rater 2: Difference = -0.01 - 

(0.03 x mean), Pearson’s r=0.13, p=0.34).  

 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Bland-Altman analysis of the difference between first and second judgments of CPS 
plotted against their mean for a) rater 1, and b) rater 2. In each figure the solid line represents the 
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bias (rater 1: 0.00 logMAR; rater 2: -0.03 logMAR) and the black dashed line indicates zero bias. The 
upper and lower limits of agreement (rater 1: +0.23 to -0.23 logMAR; rater 2: +0.15 to -0.20 logMAR) 
are shown by black dotted lines. The outer 95% confidence interval to the limits of agreement (rater 
1: +0.29 to -0.29 logMAR; rater 2: +0.19 to -0.25 logMAR) are indicated by the red dotted lines, and 
the inner confidence interval (rater 1: +0.20 to -0.20 logMAR; rater 2: +0.12 to -0.18 logMAR) by the 
blue dotted lines. Marker size indicates the number of observations at each location from 1 (smallest 
size) to 6 (largest size) in figure a. 

 

Maximum reading speed 

Agreement with MRS 
Figure 4 depicts the judgments of maximum reading speed on a 4-point rating scale compared to 

those derived from inspection. A lot of overlap is observed in the MRS of those judged as having 

‘high’ or ‘reasonable’ fluency. Therefore the rating scale was simplified to a dichotomous judgment 

of whether a participant’s MRS was ‘functional’ (>80wpm) or ‘non-functional’ (<80wpm). Table 2 

compares these dichotomous judgments to MRS measurements categorised in the same way. The 

sensitivity of the rater to identify someone able to read functionally was 88% for rater 1 and 90% for 

rater 2, and specificity was 100% for both raters.  

 

 
Figure 4. Maximum reading speed (wpm) derived by inspection compared to the first judgments of 

reading speed by rater 1 (blue symbols) and rater 2 (orange symbols). The solid horizontal line 

represents a measured MRS of 80wpm, and the dashed line a measured MRS of 120wpm.  
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Table 2. Summary of the ability of each rater to judge whether the maximum reading speed was 

‘functional’ (>80wpm) or ‘non-functional’ (<80wpm). A ‘true positive’ is both values being 

‘functional’, a ‘true negative’ is both values being ‘non-functional’, ‘false positive’ is a ‘functional’ 

listening judgment but ‘non-functional’ MRS by inspection, and ‘false negative’ is a ‘non-functional’ 

listening judgment but a ‘functional’ MRS by inspection.  

 Rater 1 judgment Rater 2 judgment 

Functional Non-functional Functional Non-functional 

MRS by 
inspection 

Functional 46 5 45 6 

Non-
functional 

0 5 0 5 

 

 

Between-rater reproducibility 
Agreement in terms of ‘functional’ (>80wpm) and ‘non-functional’ (<80wpm) maximum reading 

speed was ‘substantial’ (Cohen κ = 0.71, p<.001), with 51 of 56 (91%) observations in agreement. 

 

Table 3. Crosstab comparing the first categorisation rating of reading fluency made by the two 

raters. Category options were: ‘functional’ (>80wpm) or ‘non-functional’ (<80wpm). 

Judgment 1 Rater 2 

Functional Non-functional Total 

Rater 1 Functional 43 2 45 

Non-functional 3 8 11 

Total 46 10 56 

 

 

Within-rater repeatability 
Agreement in terms of ‘functional’ (>80wpm) and ‘non-functional’ (<80wpm) maximum reading 

speed was ‘substantial’ for rater 1 (Cohen κ = 0.80, p<.001, 52 of 56 (93%) observations in 

agreement) and ‘almost perfect’ for rater 2 (Cohen κ = 0.89, p<.001, 54 of 56 (96%) observations in 

agreement).  
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Table 4. Crosstab comparing the first and second categorisation rating of reading fluency made by 

each of the two raters. Category options as for Table 3.  

 Judgment 2 

Functional Non-functional Total 

Rater 1 

Judgment 1 

Functional 41 4 45 

Non-functional 0 11 11 

Total 41 15 56 

Rater 2 

Judgment 1 

Functional 44 2 46 

Non-functional 0 10 10 

Total 44 12 56 

 

 

Discussion 
The aim of the study was to evaluate whether a clinician can produce clinically useful estimates of 

the key reading function parameters of critical print size (CPS) and maximum reading speed (MRS) by 

listening to a patient reading a chart with sentences of progressively decreasing size, without having 

to plot and analyse data.  

CPS 

Average CPS values derived by listening by the two experienced raters were slightly larger (0.04-0.08 

logMAR) than those judged by inspection of plotted data, although effect sizes were small (Cohen’s 

d 0.11, 0.22). A difference of 0.1logMAR (1 line) would result in magnification requirements derived 

from listening being on average 1.26x larger than those derived from inspection. Such a discrepancy 

seems a reasonable clinical approximation, given that CPS provides a starting point for exploring 

magnification requirements for sustained reading with a patient rather than a definitive prescription. 

For comparison, a similar difference of 0.05logMAR was observed between comfortable print size 

and CPS derived by inspection,18 with CPS being the larger value in this case.  

The limits of agreement (LoA) for CPS values derived by listening and from inspection were ±0.28 

and ±0.39logMAR for the two raters. Although these intervals are relatively wide and indicate that 

quite substantial differences of up to 0.4logMAR (4 lines, 2.5x magnification) can be seen between 

values obtained from the two methods, the LoA are similar to those obtained in other studies 

comparing different methods of CPS assessment, including comparison of SDev and NLME 

algorithms (LoA ±0.37logMAR),10 comparison of MNREAD chart and iPad app (LoA approx. 

±0.27logMAR),11 and comparison of comfortable print size with CPS derived by inspection (LoA 

±0.35logMAR). Also of importance is that the differences between CPS values derived from 

inspection and listening did not vary across the functional range, indicating that discrepancies 

between the two values were not systematically different for people with better or poorer reading 

function.  
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In terms of between-rater reproducibility, the 2 experienced raters made statistically comparable 

judgments (bias 0.04logMAR, p=0.18) that did not differ with the level of reading function. The LoA 

of ±0.42logMAR were relatively wide, but in keeping with values of ±0.44-0.67logMAR found for 

repeatability across raters and visits with different methods of CPS calculation.26  

Each experienced rater was also repeatable in their judgments, with bias values of 0.00 and 0.03 

logMAR, and no systematic variation with level of reading function. Narrow limits of agreement 

(±0.23 and ±0.17logMAR) were also observed, in keeping with those found for repeatability of CPS 

on the same day by a single observer of ±0.20logMAR.35 

Whilst CPS is a valuable clinical measurement it is inherently quite variable, given the large grading 

interval of 0.1 log units.18 However, the estimates of CPS derived from listening are similar to, and no 

more variable than, more formal methods of assessment.   

MRS 

Clinically, the ability to categorise people as having oral MRS better or worse than 80wpm is 

valuable, since the ability to read large print fast without a magnifier predicts the ability to read 

small print fast with a magnifier,14,16,19 and MRS values observed will affect the management of a 

patient. Those with an MRS greater than 80wpm can be predicted to read ‘functionally’, and the 

clinician can proceed with providing magnification to allow the patient to access smaller print sizes 

for sustained reading tasks. Identification of those with an MRS below 80wpm can allow the clinician 

to consider alternative options for sustained reading tasks, such as sensory substitution, at an early 

stage.  

The present study identified that the experienced raters were able to categorise functional (MRS 

>80wpm) and non-functional (MRS <80wpm) readers by listening to them reading an MNREAD chart, 

with a sensitivity of 88-90% and a specificity of 100%. In this two-category distinction, between-rater 

agreement was ‘substantial’ (Cohen κ = 0.71) and within-rater agreement at least ‘substantial’ 

(Cohen κ = 0.80 and 0.89).  

Performance on the wider 4-point rating scale was not as impressive as for the dichotomous 

judgments. Comparison of raters’ judgments of fluency with MRS values (Figure 4) shows that those 

deemed ‘reasonably’ or ‘highly’ fluent tended to have MRS over 100wpm, and that reading speeds 

perceived as ‘faltering’ were actually in excess of 40wpm. Adaptation of the categories and their 

description may be necessary for more than two categories to be reliably utilised. The specification 

of 80wpm as the requirement for sustained reading tasks 8 was suggested based on segmentation of 

the observed range of reading rates in people with low vision, and it has previously been observed 35 

that self-reported reading difficulty does not always match the measured reading speed categorised 

using this definition. It may be useful to further consider what oral reading speed is required to 

support functional reading tasks in future research.  

Strengths and limitations 

There are both advantages and disadvantages to the sample of participants used in the study, most 
of whom had been recruited for a study primarily evaluating visual field function.33 One advantage 
was that the sample did provide visually impaired readers with a wide range of visual function, with 
CPS values by inspection between 0.00 and 1.20logMAR. The most common cause of visual loss for 
participants was glaucoma (n=22 of 56). Although glaucoma affects the visual field, it should be 
noted that reading difficulties are also commonly reported by people with this condition.36,37 

A disadvantage of the sample is that the causes of visual loss are not necessarily ‘typical’ of a group 
of low vision patients and does not include a large number of participants with central field loss (e.g. 
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those with macular degeneration). However, in previous studies considering reading,16,18,21 we have 
not found differences between people with specifically central visual loss and those with other 
conditions. The level of visual function has been the important discriminating factor for 
performance, rather than the cause of visual loss. 

A limitation of the sample is that there were only four participants whose MRS was below 80wpm. 

The CPS of these observers was 0.90 (SD 0.39) logMAR, towards the larger sizes measurable with the 

MNREAD chart. Future research should include more participants with MRS below 80wpm, but it 

should be noted that participants with this level of function are likely to be restricted in the range of 

print sizes they can access under standard clinical conditions, even with reduction of working 

distance to increase the available print size range.  

A limitation of the raters used in the study is that both were experienced users of MNREAD charts.  

More consistent between-rater judgments of CPS by inspection have been seen for experienced 

raters as compared to those with less experience,10 so it would be useful in future work to evaluate 

how well less experienced clinicians might make these judgments.  

Conclusions 

By listening to a patient reading an MNREAD chart aloud, an experienced clinician can obtain two 

valuable pieces of information in an efficient way without having to plot and analyse data during an 

examination. Firstly, an estimate of critical print size that is on average within 0.1 logMAR (1.26x 

magnification) of more formal analyses and with similar repeatability and reproducibility. Secondly, a 

judgment of whether a patient’s maximum reading speed is of sufficient fluency to consider 

sustained reading tasks to be feasible, which is not provided by other clinical approaches such as 

identification of comfortable print size or use of an acuity reserve calculation.  

However, the listening approach provides an estimate rather than a formal measurement of CPS, 

and only a categorical estimate of MRS rather than a reading speed value. It is also unclear how well 

less experienced clinicians might make judgments of CPS or MRS. 

For a low vision clinician wanting to understand whether a patient’s reading speed is adequate for 

sustained reading and needing a starting point for how much magnification is required for such a 

goal, listening can provide useful estimates of CPS and MRS in a more clinically efficient way than 

traditional methods of analysis. If the time taken is less important than the precision of values 

obtained, then more formal assessment of the reading speed curve is indicated. Listening to a 

patient reading an MNREAD chart is an option for the low vision clinician’s armoury of assessments.    
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